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BUOYANT FORCE

In science, buoyancy ( also known asthe weight of an immersed object. In a column of fluid, pressure increases with depth as a result of the weight of the overlying fluid. Thus the pressure at the bottom of a column of fluid is greater than at the top of the column. Similarly, the pressure at the bottom of an object submerged in a fluid is greater than at the top of the object. This pressure difference results in a net upwards force on the object. The magnitude of that force exerted is proporti(as explained by Archimedes' principleotherwise occupy the volume of For this reason, an object whose density is greater than that of the fluid in which it is submerged tends to sink. If the object is either less dense than the liquid or is shaped appropriately (as in a boat), the force can keep the object afloat. This can occur only in a reference frame which either has a gravitational field or is accelerating due to a force other than gravitydirection (that is, a non-inertial reference framebuoyancy force is equal to the magnitude of the weight of fluid displaced by the body. The center of buoyancy of an object is the 
 
 

Archimede’s principle, physical law ofand inventor Archimedes, stating that any body completely or partially submerged in a fluid (gas or liquid) at rest is acted upon by an upward, or buoyant,
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BUOYANT FORCE 
also known as upthrust ) is an upward force exerted by a fluid that opposes of an immersed object. In a column of fluid, pressure increases with depth as a result of the weight of the overlying fluid. Thus the pressure at the bottom of a column of fluid is greater the top of the column. Similarly, the pressure at the bottom of an object submerged in a fluid is greater than at the top of the object. This pressure difference results in a net upwards force on the object. The magnitude of that force exerted is proportional to that pressure difference, and Archimedes' principle) is equivalent to the weight of the fluid that would otherwise occupy the volume of the object, i.e. the displaced fluid. For this reason, an object whose density is greater than that of the fluid in which it is submerged t is either less dense than the liquid or is shaped appropriately (as in a boat), the force can keep the object afloat. This can occur only in a reference frame which either accelerating due to a force other than gravity defining a "downward" inertial reference frame). In a situation of fluid statics, the net upward buoyancy force is equal to the magnitude of the weight of fluid displaced by the body.of an object is the centroid of the displaced volume of fluid.

 
 
 
 

physical law of buoyancy, discovered by the ancient , stating that any body completely or partially submerged in a fluid ) at rest is acted upon by an upward, or buoyant, force the magnitude of which is 
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) is an upward force exerted by a fluid that opposes of an immersed object. In a column of fluid, pressure increases with depth as a result of the weight of the overlying fluid. Thus the pressure at the bottom of a column of fluid is greater the top of the column. Similarly, the pressure at the bottom of an object submerged in a fluid is greater than at the top of the object. This pressure difference results in a net upwards force onal to that pressure difference, and ) is equivalent to the weight of the fluid that would 
For this reason, an object whose density is greater than that of the fluid in which it is submerged t is either less dense than the liquid or is shaped appropriately (as in a boat), the force can keep the object afloat. This can occur only in a reference frame which either defining a "downward" ). In a situation of fluid statics, the net upward buoyancy force is equal to the magnitude of the weight of fluid displaced by the body. of the displaced volume of fluid. 

, discovered by the ancient Greek mathematician , stating that any body completely or partially submerged in a fluid magnitude of which is 



equal to the weight of the fluid displacedto the volume of an object fully immersed in a fluid or to that fraction of the volume below the surface for an object partially submerged in a liquid. The weight of the displaced portion of the fluid is equivalent to the magnitude of the buoyant force. The buoyant force on a body floating in a liquid or gas is also equivalent in magnitude to the weight of the floating object and is opposite in direction; the object neither rises nor sinks. For exampocean until the weight of the water it displaces is just equal to its own weight. As the ship is loaded, it sinks deeper, displacing more water, and so the magnitude of the buoyant force continuously matches the weight of the ship and its cargo.If the weight of an object is less than that of the displaced fluid, the object rises, as in the case of a block of wood that is released beneath the surfaceloose in air. An object heavier than the amount of the fluid it displaces, though it sinks when released, has an apparent weight loss equal to the weight of the fluid displaced. In fact, in some accurate weighings, a correction must be made in order to compensate for the buoyancy effethe surrounding air. The buoyant force, which always opposesincreases with depth because of the (gravitational) weight of thpressure applies a force on a submerged object that increases with depth. The result is buoyancy. 

Stability is the tendency of a floating object rolling from side to side to return to an upright position. A rocking chair on a floor is an example of a nonis vital in the design of a ship. Stability can be achieved in two waysLeverage stability is achieved where there is a wide stance at the base. Examples of leverage stability can be seen in the construction of barges or catamarans. portable tetherball stand with its pipe cemented in a tire has weight stability. A hull with weight distributed toward its base has weight stability. 

Leverage stability is demonstrated using the front view of (A) a barge and (B) a catamaran.

equal to the weight of the fluid displaced by the body. The volume of displaced fluid is equivalent to the volume of an object fully immersed in a fluid or to that fraction of the volume below the surface for an object partially submerged in a liquid. The weight of the displaced portion of the id is equivalent to the magnitude of the buoyant force. The buoyant force on a body floating in a liquid or gas is also equivalent in magnitude to the weight of the floating object and is opposite in direction; the object neither rises nor sinks. For example, a ship that is launched sinks into the ocean until the weight of the water it displaces is just equal to its own weight. As the ship is loaded, it sinks deeper, displacing more water, and so the magnitude of the buoyant force eight of the ship and its cargo. If the weight of an object is less than that of the displaced fluid, the object rises, as in the case of a that is released beneath the surface of water or a helium-filled balloon that is let er than the amount of the fluid it displaces, though it sinks when released, has an apparent weight loss equal to the weight of the fluid displaced. In fact, in some accurate weighings, a correction must be made in order to compensate for the buoyancy effe
The buoyant force, which always opposes gravity, is nevertheless caused by gravity. Fluid pressure increases with depth because of the (gravitational) weight of the fluid above. This increasing pressure applies a force on a submerged object that increases with depth. The result is buoyancy.

SHIP STABILITY 
is the tendency of a floating object rolling from side to side to return to an upright position. A rocking chair on a floor is an example of a non-floating object that rolls from side to side but still has stability. Stability ship. Stability can be achieved in two ways—leverage stability and weight stability. is achieved where there is a wide stance at the base. Examples of leverage stability can be seen in the construction of barges or catamarans. Weight stability is achieved by anchoring the base. A portable tetherball stand with its pipe cemented in a tire has weight stability. A hull with weight distributed  

stability is demonstrated using the front view of (A) a barge and (B) a catamaran.

by the body. The volume of displaced fluid is equivalent to the volume of an object fully immersed in a fluid or to that fraction of the volume below the surface for an object partially submerged in a liquid. The weight of the displaced portion of the id is equivalent to the magnitude of the buoyant force. The buoyant force on a body floating in a liquid or gas is also equivalent in magnitude to the weight of the floating object and is opposite le, a ship that is launched sinks into the ocean until the weight of the water it displaces is just equal to its own weight. As the ship is loaded, it sinks deeper, displacing more water, and so the magnitude of the buoyant force 
If the weight of an object is less than that of the displaced fluid, the object rises, as in the case of a filled balloon that is let er than the amount of the fluid it displaces, though it sinks when released, has an apparent weight loss equal to the weight of the fluid displaced. In fact, in some accurate weighings, a correction must be made in order to compensate for the buoyancy effect of 

, is nevertheless caused by gravity. Fluid pressure e fluid above. This increasing pressure applies a force on a submerged object that increases with depth. The result is buoyancy. 

is the tendency of a floating object rolling from side to side to return to an upright position. A rocking floating object that rolls from side to side but still has stability. Stability leverage stability and weight stability. is achieved where there is a wide stance at the base. Examples of leverage stability can be is achieved by anchoring the base. A portable tetherball stand with its pipe cemented in a tire has weight stability. A hull with weight distributed 

 stability is demonstrated using the front view of (A) a barge and (B) a catamaran. 



Weight stability is demonstrated using (A) a tether ball pole with weighted base,(B) a sailing ship hull with weighted b creates a weighted base. 

object. The arrow represents the gravitational force. The center of graviuniformly dense, however, tends to be close to the densest portion of the object. Notice the location of the center of gravity (the dotas compared to the one in Most ships are objects with unevenly distributed density.Buoyant forcecenter of buoyancy (CB) of the submerged part of an object. As with the center of gravity, the center of buoyancy is at the geometric center of the density. The center of buoyancy shifts as downward force is exerted on the ship. The ship floats at a level where the density of the submerged portion is less than the ddisplaces. An object that is less dense than the liquid around it will float on that liquid. The stable ship shows a center of buoyancy in the middle of the ship. However, the ships have become unstable. The displacement of water has   
 

  Weight stability is demonstrated using (A) a tether ball pole with weighted base,(B) a sailing ship hull with weighted base, and (C) a cargo container where cargo
 
Gravitational force and buoyant force operate in opposite directions and affect the stability of every ship. Gravitational forcethe sum of the entire weight of a ship acting straight downward on its The center of gravity of an object of uniform density is at the geometric center of the object. The arrow represents the gravitational force. The center of graviuniformly dense, however, tends to be close to the densest portion of the object. Notice the location of the center of gravity (the dotas compared to the one in Most ships are objects with Buoyant force is the force of a liquid acting straight upward at the (CB) of the submerged part of an object. As with the center of gravity, the r of buoyancy is at the geometric center of the submerged part of an object of uniform density. The center of buoyancy shifts as downward force is exerted on the ship. The ship floats at a level where the density of the submerged portion is less than the density of the water it displaces. An object that is less dense than the liquid around it will float on that liquid. The stable ship shows a center of buoyancy in the middle of the ship. However, the ships have become unstable. The displacement of water has changed and the center of buoyancy has also shifted.

 Weight stability is demonstrated using (A) a tether ball pole with weighted base, nd (C) a cargo container where cargo 

Gravitational force and buoyant force operate in opposite directions and affect the Gravitational force  is the sum of the entire weight of a ship acting straight downward on its center of gravity. The center of gravity of an object of uniform density is at the geometric center of the object. The arrow represents the gravitational force. The center of gravity of an object not uniformly dense, however, tends to be close to the densest portion of the object. Notice the location of the center of gravity (the dotas compared to the one in Most ships are objects with is the force of a liquid acting straight upward at the (CB) of the submerged part of an object. As with the center of gravity, the part of an object of uniform density. The center of buoyancy shifts as downward force is exerted on the ship. The ship floats at ensity of the water it displaces. An object that is less dense than the liquid around it will float on that liquid. The stable ship shows a center of buoyancy in the middle of the ship. However, the ships have become changed and the center of buoyancy has also shifted. 



 

 
Ship stability is determined by the balance between the forces of gravity and buoyancy. For a vessel in a calm harbor, the two forces of gravity and buoyancy are in a line and are balanced.A stable ship rights itself when tilted. The center of buoyancy of the tilted shibecause the area submerged has been shifted. The opposing forces acting at the CB and CG will twist the ship back to an upright position. An fall over because the buoyant andirection of the tilt.    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The center of buoyancy and center of gravity is shown in a ship hull of uneven density that uses a weighted base for stability.
 

The forces of buoyancy and gravity affect stable and unstable ships. (A) A stable ship in calm water with its center of gravity (CG) and center ofunstable ship with unevenly distributed density cannotweighted hull (uneven density) in calm water. (D) An unstable(uneven density) that cannot 

is determined by the balance between the forces of gravity and buoyancy. For a vessel in a calm harbor, the two forces of gravity and buoyancy are in a line and are balanced.A rights itself when tilted. The center of buoyancy of the tilted ship is shifted to the right because the area submerged has been shifted. The opposing forces acting at the CB and CG will twist the ship back to an upright position. An unstable ship will not right itself; it will continue to fall over because the buoyant and gravitational forces act on the ship to keep it moving in the

The center of buoyancy and center of gravity is shown in a ship hull of uneven density that uses a weighted base for stability. 

The forces of buoyancy and gravity affect stable and unstable ships. (A) A stable ship in calm water with its center of gravity (CG) and center of buoyancy (CB) positions marked. (B) An unstable ship with unevenly distributed density cannot tilt  itself back upright. (C) A ship with a weighted hull (uneven density) in calm water. (D) An unstable ship with a weighted hull (uneven density) that cannot right itself from a tilted position. 

is determined by the balance between the forces of gravity and buoyancy. For a vessel in a calm harbor, the two forces of gravity and buoyancy are in a line and are balanced.A p is shifted to the right because the area submerged has been shifted. The opposing forces acting at the CB and CG will will not right itself; it will continue to d gravitational forces act on the ship to keep it moving in the 

The center of buoyancy and center of gravity is shown in a ship hull of uneven density that 

The forces of buoyancy and gravity affect stable and unstable ships. (A) A stable ship in calm buoyancy (CB) positions marked. (B) An itself back upright. (C) A ship with a ship with a weighted hull 


